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INTRODUCTION 

This report reviews natural resources associated with salt domes in Texas. Salt domes 

provide a broad spectrum of the nation's industrial needs including fuel, minerals, chemical 

feedstock, and efficient storage space. This report focuses on the development, technology, 

uses, and problems associated with solution-mined caverns in salt domes. One proposed new use 

for salt domes is the permanent isolation of toxic chemical waste in solution-mined caverns. As 

the Texas Department of Water Resources (TDWR) is the State authority responsible for issuing 

permits for waste disposal in Texas, TDWR funded this report to judge better the technical 

merits of toxic waste disposal in domes and to gain a review of the state of the art of 

applicable technology. 

Salt domes are among the most interesting and intensively studied structural-stratigraphic 

geologic features. Individual domes may be the largest autochthonous structures on earth. Yet 

many aspects of salt-dome genesiS and evolution, geometry, internal structure, and stratigraphy 

are problematic. Details of both external and internal geometry of salt stocks and their cap 

rocks are vague, and information is restricted to the shallow parts of the structure. These facts 

are all the more surprising considering that salt diapirs dominate the fabric of the Gulf Coastal 

Province, which is one of the most explored and best known geologic regions on earth. 

This report includes information on present and past uses of Texas salt domes, their 

production histories, and extractive teChnologies (see also Halbouty, 1979; Hawkins and Jirik, 

1966; and Jirik and Weaver, 1976). Natural resources associated with salt domes are dominated 

by petroleum that is trapped in cap rocks and in strata flanking and overlying salt structures. 

Sulfur occurs in the cap rock of many domes. Some cap rocks also host potentially valuable 

Mississippi Valley-type sulfide and silver deposits. Salt is produced both by underground mining 

of rock salt and by solution brining. 
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The caverns created in salt by solution mining also represent a natural resource. The 

relative stability, economics, location, and size of these caverns makes them valuable storage 

vessels for various petroleum products and chemical feedstocks. 

TEXAS SAL T DOMES 

Texas salt structures are clustered in the Gulf Coast, Rio Grande, and East Texas Salt 

Basins. Shallow piercement salt domes form diapir provinces within the larger salt basins 

(fig. 1). A regional map shows the distribution of salt domes in the three salt basins (fig. 2). 

Structure-contour maps (sea-level datum) of individual domes were prepared and plotted on a 

map with surface topographic contours (appendix 1). 

Physically, salt domes are composed of three elements--the salt stock, the cap rock, and 

the host strata. The central core of the salt dome is a subcylindrical to elongate salt stock. 

Typically, the cap rock immediately overlies the crest of the salt stock and normally drapes 

down the uppermost flanks of the stock. An aureole of sediments surrounds the salt stock. 

Drag zones, gouge zones, and diapiric material transported with the salt stock are included in 

the aureole. 

Salt diapirs are the mature end members of an evolutionary continuum of salt structures. 

Diapirs begin as low-relief salt pillows that are concordant with surrounding strata. The flanks 

of the salt pillow steepen with continued growth, and overlying strata are stretched and faulted. 

Salt becomes diapiric when the relation of salt and surrounding strata becomes discordant. At 

that point, the salt structure may be intrusive with respect to surrounding strata or it may be 

extruding at the surface. The phase of active diapirism is typically accompanied by rapid rates 

of sedimentation. SUbsequent to active diapirism, dome evolution enters a slower phase of 

growth characterized by slow rates of upward movement or by crest attrition owing to salt 

dissolution in excess of growth. 

Dome-growth history is an important aspect in understanding the many problems 

asSOciated with dome stability (Jackson and Seni, 1983). A complete understanding of dome 
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TEXAS SALT DOMES 

Figure 2. Location map for Texas salt domes. 



Figure 2 (cont.). 

Code Dome Name County 

AL Atlen Brazoria HB Humble Harris 
AA Arriola Hardin KE Keechi Anderson 
BB Barbers Hill Chambers KI Kittrell HoustonlWalker 
BA Batson Hardin LA La Rue Henderson 
BE Bethel Anderson LP Long Point Fort Bend 
BC Big Creek Fort Bend LL Lost Lake Chambers 
BI Big Hill Jefferson MA Manvel Brazoria 
BL Blue Ridge Fort Bend MK Markham Matagorda 
BG Boggy Creek Anderson/Cherokee MQ Marque,z leon 
BO Boling Wharton/Fort Bend MC McFaddin Beach State waters 
BA Brenham AustinlWashington MI Millican Brazos 
BK Brooks Smith MO Moea Webb 
BH Brushy Creek Anderson MB Moss Bluff Chambers/Liberty 
BM Bryan Mound Brazoria MS Mount Sylvan Smith 
BU Bullard Smith MY Mykawa Harris 
BT Butler Freestone NA Nash Brazoria/Fort Bend 
CP Cedar Point Chambers NO North Dayton Uberty 
CL Clam Lake Jefferson OK Oakwood Freestone/Leon 
CC Clay Creek Washington OA Orange Orange 
CM Clemens Brazoria OC Orchard Fort Bend 
CO Concord Anderson PA Palangana Duval 
OM Damon Mound Brazoria PL Palestine Anderson 
ON Danbury Brazoria PE Pescadlto Webb 
DH Davis Hill Liberty PP Piedras Plntas Duval 
OA Day Madison PJ Pierce Junction Harris 
OA Dilworth Ranch McMullen PN Port Neches Orange 
ET East Tyler Smith AB Raccoon Bend Austin 
EL Elkhart Anderson AF Red Fish Reef State waters 
ES Esperson Harris/liberty SF San Felipe Austin 
FN Fannett Jefferson SN San Luis Pass State waters 
FC Ferguson Crossing Brazos/Grimes SA Saratoga Hardin 
GC Girlie Caldwell Smith SO Sour Lake Hardin 
GS Grand Saline Van Zandt SH South Houston Harris 
GU Gulf Matagorda SL South Liberty Liberty 
GP Gyp Hill Brooks SP Spindletop Jefferson 
HA Hainesville Wood ST Steen Smith 
HA Hankamer Chambers/Liberty SA Stratton Ridge Brazoria 
HK Hawkinsville Matagorda SU Sugarland Fort Bend 
HI High Island Galveston TH Thompson Fort Bend 
HO Hockley Harris WE Webster Harris 
HM Hoskins Mound Brazoria WC West Columbia Brazoria 
HU Hull Uberty WH Whitehouse Smith 
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growth requires detailed knowledge of dome geometry, stratigraphy, and structure and 

stratigraphy of surrounding strata, geohydrology (both past and present), and surficial strata. 

SUCh detailed studies have been completed for salt domes in the East Texas Basin (Jackson and 

Seni, 1984; Seni and Jackson, 1983a, b). Currently, the required data base for understanding 

growth history of the domes in the Houston Salt Basin is only partly assembled. Public data on 

the geometry of the salt stock have been collected. Much work remains to understand the 

geology of cap rocks and surrounding strata. 

The influence of dome growth on the topography of the modern surface over the crests of 

salt structures is one aspect of dome-growth history that is available for domes in both the 

Houston and the East Texas Salt Basins. The topography of the modern surface over the crests 

of diapirs is readily influenced by diapir growth or dissolution. Positive topographic relief (in 

excess of regional trends) over the dome crest is linked to uplift or to active diapir growth. In 

contrast, subsidence of the topographic surface over the dome crest is linked to attrition or 

dissolution of the dome crest. Comparison of the topographic relief over domes in the salt 

basins indicates the relative importance of growth or dissolution processes. For salt domes in 

the Houston Salt Basin with crests shallower than /j,000 ft, 63 percent of the domes show 

evidence of positi ve topographic relief over their crests, whereas only 8 percent of these domes 

show evidence of subsidence at the depositional surface. In contrast, in the East Texas Salt 

Basin, 81 percent of the shallow domes (those with crests shallower than 4,000 it) show 

evidence of subsidence over the crest, whereas no domes in the East Texas Salt Basin express 

evidence of uplift. Clearly, strata over the crests of domes in the East Texas Salt Basin have 

responded differently to processes at the diapir crest than have domes in the Houston Salt 

Basin. Supradomal topography over domes in the East Texas Basin reflects the dominance of 

dissolution and crest attrition processes, whereas the dominance of uplift is shown over domes 

in the Houston Salt Basin. 
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SOLUTION-MINED CAVERNS 

Salt caverns were originally an unrecognized resource formed when salt was removed by 

dissolution to produce brine principally as a chemical feedstock. Along the Texas coast, a large 

petrochemical industry evolved because abundant petroleum reserves were associated with 

Texas coastal salt domes. This close association between salt domes and the petroleum industry 

in turn promoted both brine and storage industries near the domes. Texas domes are now being 

considered as chemical waste repositories. The petroleum-refining industry would be the source 

of much of that chemical waste. 

Natural resources from Texas salt domes have been efficiently exploited with a multiple

use philosophy. Permanent disposal of toxic-chemical waste in solution-mined caverns may 

remove a given region of the dome from resource development forever. Multiple use of domes 

in the future would then be restricted. 

Brining and solution mining are two different operations that form two types of caverns. 

Brining is used here to describe operations in which the primary economic product is the Na+ 

and Cl- in the brine. Caverns that form around brine wells are incidental to the production of 

brine. The cavern is just the space from which salt was dis sol ved during brine production. 

Solution mining is used here to describe the process of forming an underground cavern 

specifically for product storage. In this case the brine is typically discarded either into the cap 

rock or the saline aquifers. 

Both brining and solution mining operate on a large scale in Texas. Of 13 domes with a 

history of brining operations, 7 are active. Similarly, of 18 domes with a history of storage, 16 

are active. Two additional domes have proposed storage operations approved by the Texas 

Railroad Commission (RRC). According to Griswold (1981), approximately 900 cavities have 

been solutioned in the United States (circa 198]). Statistics from the Gas Processors 

Association (GPA) reveal that in 1983, 47 percent of the national storage capacity of light 

hydrocarbons was in Texas salt domes (GPA, 1983). 
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The primary objectives differ for brine operations and solution mining for storage. 

Currently, many former brine caverns serve as storage caverns. Simultaneous product storage 

and brining began in Texas at Pierce Junction salt dome (Minihan and Querio, 1973). The 

difference between salt dissolutioning to produce brine and creating space for storage may be 

subtle but variations in operating parameters often produce vastly different salt-cavern 

geometries. The primary objective in brining is lessening pumping costs and increasing brine 

production. Solution mining for storage is primarily directed toward a controlled cavern shape 

yielding maximum cavern stability. The mechanisms by which differences in operating 

parameters affect cavern shape and stability will be described in sections titled Cavern 

Geometry, Cavern Failures, and Mechanisms of Cavern Failure. 

As with many fledgling industries, initial solution-mining operations were originally seat

of-the-pants. Experience was gained from the early operations, and many new techniques were 

employed to complete successfully and set casing in problem holes, to control and monitor 

cavern development, and to predict eventual cavern shapes and stabilities. Some predicted 

conditions later proved wrong, however. Despite industry safeguards, a total of 10 brine and 

storage caverns have failed in Texas. 

Both long-term and short-term cavern stability is a critical issue for the storage industry 

and especially for the permanent disposal of chemical waste. Despite concerted research effort 

in this area, even industry leaders admit "no universally accepted teChnique to predict cavern 

closure (or stability) has been developed" (Fenix and Scisson, Inc., 1976a). 

Public Information 

At this point a caveat is warranted. The total number and capacities of solution-mined 

caverns in Texas is unknown. Most individual companies treat information on cavern capacities 

as classified data. Much research time and effort were spent at the RRC examining original 

documents requesting storage permits. Railroad Commission of Texas authority numbers are 

included in appendix 2 to aid future research efforts. Early regulatory practices of the RRC 
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were laissez-faire. The original permit specifically allowed any and all improvements including 

the creation of additional storage caverns and space as desired. Other caverns that received 

permit approval were never completed. Some caverns have been abandoned as a result of 

technological or economic problems. Thus although a comprehensive list of caverns approved 

by the RRC was obtained, its exact equivalence with currently active caverns and their present 

use is not assured. Capacities of storage for Texas salt domes are from the Gas Processors 

Association (1983), which lists present storage capacities for light hydrocarbons. Storage of 

natural gas and crude oil was not listed by the Gas Processors Association. Much additional 

storage capacity primarily resulting from brining is undocumented. 

The RRC created the Underground Injection Control Section and strengthened application 

procedures and reporting requirements for constructing underground hydrocarbon storage 

facilities after a storage cavern failed at Barbers Hill salt dome. Beginning April 1, 1982, all 

storage wells must be tested for mechanical integrity at least once every 5 years. Rule 74 is 

the document that details State requirements for underground hydrocarbon storage. It is 

reproduced in appendix 3. 

CAVERN CONSTRUCTION 

A salt cavern is solution mined by drilling a hole to expose salt, circulating fresh or low

salinity water to dissolve salt, and then displacing the resulting brine. With time, the hole 

enlarges and becomes the cavern. Constructing a solution-mined cavern in salt requires thick 

salt, a supply of fresh or low-salinity water, and a means of disposing or using the brine (Fenix 

and Scisson, 1976a). With some exceptions, solution-mined wells are drilled and cemented with 

what is generally the same teChnology as that is used in completing oil-, water-, and brine

disposal wells. The unique set of conditions generated during cavern dissolution requires some 

specialized procedures. Hole straightness is critical because this affects cavern geometry and 

location. Massive drill collars are used to reduce the "walk-of-the-bit," or the tendency of the 
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bit to trace a helicoidal path during drilling. Drilling in salt also requires special salt-saturated 

drilling muds for preventing hole enlargement by unwanted salt dissolution. 

The casing program is the single most important aspect for successfully drilling and 

completing a well for solution mining. Industry experts agree that most cavern failures and all 

reported instances of catastrophic product loss resulted from some form of casing failure (Fenix 

and Scisson, 1976aj Van Fossan, 1979). 

Casing Program 

Casing programs for solution-mined wells are designed to (1) prevent contamination of 

surrounding formations by drilling fluids, (2) prevent sloughing of surrounding formations into 

the drillhole, (3) anchor the casing, tubing, and braden-head assembly firmly into the salt, and 

(4) prevent loss of storage products. Casing programs have become more complex with time. A 

typical casing program is shown in figure 3. Early casing programs in brine wells used two or 

three casing strings and one production tubing. Modern casing programs use up to seven casing 

strings and up to three production tubing strings. 

Conductor pipe is the first and largest diameter (30 to 42 inCh) casing. Conductor pipe is 

commonly used in the Gulf Coast area where it is simply driven 50 to 300 ft into the ground 

until rejection. After drilling through freSh-water aquifers in the upper section, surface casing 

is set and cement is circulated to the surface up the annulus between the surface casing on one 

side and exposed formations and conductor casing on the other. Typically the surface casing is 

set at the top or slightly into the cap rock. Intermediate casing is set through the cap rock and 

from 100 to 500 ft into the top of the salt. Intermediate casing is used to isolate lost

circulation zones that commonly occur in the cap rock. Two intermediate casing strings may be 

cemented through the cap rock where lost-circulation zones cause severe problems. The 

intermediate casing is set at a depth in salt sufficient to ensure a good cement-formation bond. 

Salt-saturated muds are used when drilling into salt. Similarly, intermediate casing is cemented 
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with specialized salt-saturated and nonshrinking cements. Clearly, a secure cement-formation 

bond is critical for cavern integrity. Cement is circulated to the surface. 

Inner or Product casing is set if the depth of the top of the cavern is significantly deeper 

than the bottom of the intermediate casing. Again, salt-saturated, nonshrinking cements are 

circulated at least to the intermediate casing and preferably to the surface. 

Salt-Dissolution Process 

Two processes--diffusion and circulation--cause salt to dissolve. Diffusion is the ionic 

movement of Na+ and CI- ions away from the salt face toward regions of lower ionic pressure in 

the water. This process is very slow and is not considered the primary mechanism of cavern 

formation (Bays, 1963). In contrast, circulation implies mass movement of unsaturated fluid to 

the salt face. The saturation can then be increased as circulation brings additional unsaturated 

fluid to the salt face. Low-pressure jetting techniques (Van Fossan and Prosser, 1949) are used 

to create a predictable circulation pattern. 

Temperature, gravity, and pressure all influence the circulation process. Thermal 

convection of the brine within the cavern is due to temperature differences between cold, dense 

injection water and hotter, stabilized cavity water. Thermal convection is actually a gravity 

phenomenon of short duration. Temperature and circulation equilibria are aChieved within 24 to 

72 hours in a stable cavern (Bays, 1963). Gravity is the most important factor controlling fluid 

movement within a cavern. Injected fresh waters are lighter than brines that are saturated. 

Thus, injected waters will rise through the brines. Fluids at the base of the cavern are nearly 

saturated, and fluids at the top of a cavity are rarely more than 10 to 15 percent saturated and 

may be essentially freSh. Pressure gradients imposed by brine-lift pumps also cause circulation 

within a cavern. However, as cavern size increases, the circulation effects of pressure 

differentials become insignificant (Bays, 1963). 
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Blanket Material and Function 

The blanket is inert material at the top of the cavern. The main function of the blanket is 

preventing unwanted salt dissolution at the top of the cavern around the casing seat. The 

blanket also prevents corrosion of the product casing. Many materials have been used as 

blankets including air, diesel oil, crude oil, butane, propane, and natural gas. The blanket must 

be lighter than water and must not dissolve salt. The blanket material is injected in the annulus 

between the last or innermost casing string and the outermost wash or blanket tubing. Thus 

brine is prevented from contacting the casing seat. 

Raising or lowering the blanket tubing controls the position of the blanket. The location 

of the blanket can locally produce a desired cavern Shape by dictating where dissolution is 

allowed to take place. This teChnique is typically used at the beginning and end of cavern 

construction, first to wash the sump and finally to dome the cavern roof. A sump is produced at 

the bottom of the borehole by using a long blanket tubing to depress leaching to the base of the 

hole. Once the cavern has been leaChed, blanket control can shape the cavern roof into a dome 

or arch for added stability. By periodically withdrawing the blanket tubing and raising the level 

of the blanket during a wash cycle, a flat roof is progressively shaped into a domed or arched 

roof. 

Sump 

A sum p or local depression is mined at the bottom of solution caverns to collect the 

relatively insoluble constituents of salt domes that remain after the salt is dissolved and 

removed (fig. lj.). A typical Gulf Coast salt dome contains from 1 to 10 percent anhydrite, 

which is the chief insoluble mineral. Country rock, sandstone, and shale are insoluble 

constituents that may be encountered in the salt stock. These insoluble materials generally 

become more abundant as the periphery of the salt stock is approaChed. The volume of the 
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sump is dictated by the volume of the cavern and by the insoluble percentage. A core of the 

salt mass is normally used to determine percentage of insoluble constituents. 

CAVERN GEOMETRY 

The two basic techniques to control the shape of the caverns are direct circulation and 

reverse circulation. The techniques are differentiated by the location of the fresh-water 

injection and brine-return tubing within the cavern. Additionally the thickness and location of 

the blanket controls cavern shape during the initial and final stages of cavern mining. Final 

cavern shape is also influenced by variables that cannot be controlled. Such variables include 

salt-stock inhomogeneities, percentage and distribution of insoluble constituents, salt solubility, 

and space limitations with respect to the edge of the salt stock, property lines, or adjacent 

caverns. 

Caverns that were solution mined for storage are typically leached with direct circula

tion, whereas brining operations typically use reverse circulation. The leaChing technique for a 

single cavern may vary with time to adjust to Changing uses or to modify original cavern shapes. 

The leaChing teChnique is an important factor in cavern stability because each teChnique 

produces a "typical" shape. Clearly cavern stability is, in part, a function of cavern shape 

(Fossum, 1976). 

Direct Circulation 

A cavern is leaChed by direct circulation when fresh or low-salinity water is injected down 

the wash tubing and exits near the base of the cavern (fig. Ij.). Brine is returned up the annulus 

between the wash tubing and blanket casing located near the top of the cavern. The freshest 

water enters the system near the base of the cavern; thUS, most of the dissolution is 

concentrated there. A pressure differential between the injection and brine return helps drive 

the progressively more saline water upward toward the brine return point. Characteristically 
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with direct circulation, the discharged brine is less saturated with Na+ and Cl- than is the brine 

discharged during reverse circulation. 

A cavern formed by direct circulation is typically tear-drop shaped because fresh water is 

injected at the base of the cavern and the brine is returned at the top. Cavern geometries after 

phased expansion using direct circulation are shown in figure 5. 

Reverse Circulation 

A cavern is leached by reverse circulation when fresh water is injected down the annulus 

between the blanket casing and the wash tubing. The fresh-water injection point is at the top 

of the cavern. The brine returns up the wash tubing for which the opening is located near the 

base of the cavern (fig. 6). The typical geometry of a cavern leached by reverse circulation is 

"flower pot" with a Characteristically broad and flat roof. Density differences between fresh 

water at the top and brine at the base allow brine to sink toward the base of the cavern. The 

lighter fresh injection water is forced to circulate near the top of the cavern, thus forming the 

broad cavern roof. With increasing dissolution, the fresh water becomes denser and sinks 

toward the base of the cavern. 

Brining operations favor leaching by reverse circulation because operating costs are 

lessened as only the densest brines are produced at the base of the cavern. Less wash water is 

required per volume of produced brine than for direct circulation, which typically produces 

brines that are less dense. Careful blanket control is often used to shape the flat roof into the 

arch. This process adds stability and lessens the probability of roof caving. 

Modified Circulation 

Caverns may also be mined with modified circulation in which leach conditions are 

modified during the formation of the cavern. For instance, a sump may be formed by direct 

circulation; then the rest of the cavern is formed by reverse circulation by raising the wash 

casing and reversing the position of the freSh-water injection and brine return. Similarly, 
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changes in the use of a cavern may dictate modifications in the leach technique. Figure 7 

shows a cavern that initially was a brine cavern and then was used simultaneously for brine 

production and product storage (Minihan and Querio, 1973). Clearly, by varying the positions of 

the blanket strings and wash tubing and switChing injection and return points, new cavern 

geometries were created that facilitated new uses of the dome. 

CAVERN FAILURES 

At least 10 solution caverns in Texas salt domes have failed. Failure is here defined as 

the loss of integrity of an individual cavern. Storage caverns (in contrast to brine caverns) have 

also failed in salt domes in Louisiana and Mississippi (Science Applications, Inc., 1977). The 

consequences of failure of a storage cavern are much greater than failure of a brine production 

cavern because of the value of the product that is lost and the cost of abatement procedures. 

Brine caverns show a much greater failure rate than do storage caverns. However, many brine 

caverns have been converted to storage caverns. ThUS, any consideration of the stability of 

storage caverns must include brine caverns as well. 

Three types of known cavern failures in Texas include 0) loss of stored products, 

(2) surface collapse, and (3) cavern coalescence. Table 1 lists cavern failures, possible mecha

nisms, and consequences. 

There are approximately 254 caverns in Texas salt domes. On the basis of failure of 

10 modern caverns (post-1946), the probability (p) of failure of a given cavern is approximately 

4 percent (p=0.039). Statistics based on the years of cavern operation also yield indications of 

the useful life of a cavern. Railroad Commission of Texas permits indicate that the 254 Texas 

caverns have a cumulative operational history of 4,717 cavern-years. With 10 failures, the 

average operational life of an individual cavern is 472 years. 

Two cavern failures in Texas salt domes resulted in catastrophic loss of liquid petroleum 

gas (LPG) at Barbers Hill salt dome in 1980 and at Blue Ridge salt dome in 1974. The failure of 

a storage cavern at Barbers Hill salt dome released LPG into subsurface formations below the 
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tPail..-e mechanism 

Closure 

Loss of integrity 

"-l 
~ 

Dome 

Eminence 
salt dome, 
:"lississippi 

Barbers Hill 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Blue Ridge 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Table 1. List of salt domes with cavern failures, mechanisms, and consequences. 

Stocage cavern 

Natural gas 
storage cavern 

LPG storage 
cavern 

LPG storage 
cavern 

Brine-well cavern 

No data--creep 
closure probably 
cOlnmon 

Common 

Rock-salt mine 

Minor problern with 
creep-related clo
sure and creep rup
ture of walls and 
roof 

Not applicable 

Comments 

Eminence salt dOJl1e--very deep cavern, depth 
5,700 to 6,700 tl; cavern closure up to 
40 percent in first year; cavern bottom rose 
120 h; closure related to rapid pressure 
declines used to produce natural gas (i.e., 
cavern is operated "dry" without brine). 

sarbers Hill salt JOlfle--catastroplllr: loss of 
LPG in 1980; LPG lost to subsurface 
fOrlnations, and at surfdce over dome; town 
of Mount Belvieu evacuated; problem 
inferred to be casing seat faBure. 

Blue Ridge salt dorne--catastrophic loss of 
LPG in 1974-; LPG lost to subsurface 
formations and at surface over dome; minor 
flash fjre--explosion injured 4- workmen 
during utility comtructiOllj RRC ordered 
cavern plugged and abandoned. 
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Coalescence 

Surface collapse 

Table 1. List of salt domes with cavem failures, mechanisms, and consequences (conL). 

Pierce Junction 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Bayou Choctaw 
salt dome, 
Louisiana 

Sulfur Mines 
salt dome, 
Louisiana 

Palestine 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Grand Saline 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Blue Ridge 
salt dome, 
Texas 

Bayou Choctaw 
salt dome, 
Louisiana 

Jefferson 
Island 
salt dome, 
Louisiana 

5 LPG storage Pierce Junction salt dorne--tlming at 
caverns comprise coalescence is not known; caverns previously 
2 rnulticavern were brine producers; caverns currently used 
syste!ns for LPG storage. 

3 brine caverns 
coalesced 

3 brine caverns 
coalesced 

16 collapse 
structures at 
surface over dome 

1 collapse structure 

I collapse structure 

I collapse structure 

Not applicable 

Major disaster-
mine flooded 
and abandoned 

Caverns abandoned. 

Caverns abandoned. 

Historic brine-well operations froln 1904-
1937 resulted in very cornman sllrface 
collapse over old brine wells; 3 collapse 
structures formed Sl nce 1937. 

Collapse occurred in 1976 over probable brine 
well. 

Collapse occurred in 1949 at brine well that 
formerly was a rock-salt mine. 

Collapse occurred in 1954 over brine well; 
water-filled sinkhole. 

Oil-drilling rig probably breactled rnine 
opening; Lake Peigneur flooded into mine; 
disaster occurred 1980. 
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Other 

Belle Island 
salt dome, 
Louisiana 

Winnfield 
salt dorne, 
Louisiana 

Table 1. List of salt domes with cavern failures, mechanisms, and consequences (cont.). 

Major disaster-
rnine flooded 
and abandoned 

Major disaster-
rnine flooded 
and abandoned 

Water leak around rnine s!1aft resulted in 
surface collapse in 197.1. 

Water leak issuing train lIline wall flooded 
rnine in 1965; water sand at cap-rock-salt
stock interface is inferred source ot water. 



city of Mount Belvieu (Underground Resource Management, 1982), causing evacuation of the 

residents. The Warren Petroleum Co. assumed financial responsibility for the abatement and 

monitoring program. Over 400 Shallow relief wells were drilled to vent the escaped LPG 

(Underground Resource Management, 1982). Although the Warren Petroleum Co. has not made 

public the cause of the leak, a failure in the casing seat is suspected. The defecti ve cavern has 

since been returned to service after remedial work on the casing resulted in a successful 

integrity test. 

Failure of a storage cavern at Blue Ridge salt dome also resulted in the escape of LPG. 

Four workmen installing a utility conduit were injured in an explosion and flash fire suspected 

to have been caused by leaking LPG. At that time, the cavern was owned by Amoco and used 

by Coastal States to store LPG. In 1975 the Railroad Commission of Texas issued special order 

03-64,673, rescinding the authority to store LPG in that cavern (RRC Authority Number 

03-34,658). That cavern is now abandoned. Figure 8 is a cross section of the upper part of Blue 

Ridge salt dome Showing dome shape and the location and geometry of the salt mine and 

cavern. 

Failure of brine caverns at Grand Saline, Blue Ridge, and Palestine salt domes have 

caused localized surface collapse. Sixteen collapse structures mar the surface above Palestine 

salt dome and are attributed to historic brine production (Fogg and Kreitler, 1980). The brine 

caverns that collapsed at Palestine salt dome have not been included in the statistics of cavern 

failures because those caverns were constructed with no regard for their stability, and 

construction techniques pre-date modern practices beginning in the late 1940's and 1950's. 

From 1904 to 1937, Palestine Salt and Coal Company used brine wells to produce salt 

from Palestine salt dome. The collapse structures form circular water-filled depressions with 

diameters of 27 to 105 ft and depths of 2 to 15 ft (Fogg and Kreitler, 1980). Each collapse 

structure is assumed to mark the location of a former brine well. Powers (1926) described the 

brine operation as follows: Wells were drilled 100 to 250 ft into salt. Water from the "water 

sand" between the cap rock and the salt stock flowed into the well, dissolved the salt, and brihe 
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Figure 8. Cross section of Blue Ridge salt dome showing geometry of salt mine and storage 
cavern that failed. 
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was then displaced by compressed air. The cap rock was undermined by the large brine cavern 

below it. The cap rock eventually collapsed forming a large sinkhole (Hopkins, 1917). A new 

brine well was simply offset a safe distance. Although brining operations ceased in 1937, three 

collapsed structures have formed since 1978 (Fogg and Kreitler, 1980). 

In 1975, a circular collapse structure formed at Grand Saline, Texas. Although the exact 

origin in unknown, the collapse structure is inferred to overlie an old brine production well 

(Martinez and others, 1976; Science Applications, Inc., 1977). In 1949, a spectacular collapse 

occurred at Blue Ridge salt dome (Science Applications, Inc., 1977). An old rock-salt mine 

operated by Gulf Salt Co. had been converted into a brine production well. Without warning, 

the main building and well assembly collapsed around the original mine shaft and well bore. The 

brine cavern is inferred to have dissolved to the cap rock. A "water sand" composed of loose 

anhydrite grains at the cap-rock - salt-stock interface may have contributed water to help 

undermine the cap rock. The cap rock and overlying strata then collapsed into the brine cavity 

after removal of too much underlying support. 

Railroad Commission of Texas records (Authority Number 03-60,093) indicate that five 

former brine caverns at Pierce Junction salt dome have coalesced to form two independent 

caverns. These caverns currently are used as storage caverns. When the caverns coalesced is 

unknown. Although five individual caverns have coalesced, integrity within each of the two 

multicavern systems has been maintained. 

Conspicuous examples of cavern failures and surface collapses have been reported in 

Louisiana and Mississippi (Science Applications, Inc., 1977; Griswold, 1981; Fenix and Scisson, 

1976b). One brine cavern has collapsed and formed a water-filled sinkhole at the surface over 

Bayou Choctaw salt dome (Science Applications, Inc., 1977). Two other caverns at Bayou 

Choctaw are abandoned because the caverns have dissolved to the cap rock. Three additional 

caverns, separated by at least 200 ft of pillar salt in plan, are now hydraulically connected 

(Griswold, 1981; Fenix and Scisson, 1976b). Rock-salt mines have also failed by flooding at 

Winnfield, Avery Island, and Jefferson iSland salt domes. A jet of water issuing from a mIne 
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wall caused the flooding and abandonment of Winnfield mine in 1965 (Martinez and others, 

1976). 

Tile Jefferson Island disaster of 1980 is an instructive example of the consequences of 

possible inadvertent breach into a mined opening in salt (Autin, 1984). Diamond Salt Company 

was operating a rock salt mine at Jefferson Island salt dome when a Texaco oil exploration rig 

(spudded from a barge in Lake Peigneur) was searching for flank oil production in sandstone 

pincn-outs near the salt stock. The cllain of events that led to tile draining of Lake peigneur 

into the salt mine is paraphrased here on the basis of a description of the event by Autin (1984). 

During the morning of the disaster, the Texaco drill bit became stuck in the hole at 
a depth of 1,245 ft, and mud circulation was lost. Efforts to free the bit and 
reestablish mud circulation failed. The drill rig began to tilt and rapidly overturned. 
Within 3 hours the drill rig, the support barge, and Lake Peigneur all disappeared 
down into a rapidly developing sinkhole. At approximately the same time, the 
1,30Q-ft-level of the mine was flooded. All mine personnel were evacuated safely. 

Mechanisms of Cavern Failure 

Most cavern failures result from integrity loss at the casing seat. Cavern coalescence is 

another common mode of cavern failure, especially with brine caverns. The casing system is 

vulnerable at zones of lost circulation during cavern construction and during product cycling. 

Clearly, the cemented zone, production tubing, and casing strings are the weak link in any 

cavern system because many problems that begin there can quickly evolve into severe problems, 

including eventual cavern collapse. 

Blanket control protects salt from being dissolved behind the casing seat. This 

dissolution, if left unchecked, can lead to loss of the casing seat, loss of tubing, and eventual 

cavern collapse. 

Another point of attack on the integrity of a cavern system is within the cap rock. The 

cap rocks of many salt domes are characterized by lost-circulation zones. These zones compose 

vuggy areas with open caverns up to tens of feet in vertical extent. The vuggy zones are 

concentrated in the transition and anhydrite zones of the cap rock. Many cap rocks also contain 
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a zone of loose anhydrite sand at the cap-rock - salt-stock interface. Presence of this zone at 

the cap-rock - salt-stock interface is critical because it indicates active salt dissolution with 

the accumulation of loose anhydrite sand as a residuum and the presence of an active brine

circulation system. 

Lost-circulation zones weaken the integrity of any cavern system in two ways. During 

drilling, the difficulty of maintaining mud circulation forces the use of many circulation-control 

measures. Drilling may continue "blind," that is without mud returns, until salt is encountered. 

Then a temporary liner is set through the lost-circulation zone. Alternatively, cement may be 

pumped down the tubing to plug the lost-circulation zone. The cement is then drilled out, and if 

circulation is lost again the process is repeated until circulation is reestabliShed. 

Even with modern drilling teChniques, lost-circulation zones can cause problems severe 

enough to force hole abandonment. In 1974-, a hole was lost while drilling a gas-storage well at 

Bethel salt dome (RRC Authority Number 06-05,84-0). Circulation was lost within the cap rock 

and was not reestablished even though 1,300 sacks and 80 yd3 of cement were added. Ground 

subsidence then caused the rig to tilt, and the hole was abandoned. 

Vuggy zones in cap rock are areas of natural cap-rock and salt dissolution. Therefore 

cement-formation bonds are vulnerable to attack by natural dissolution. The natural brine

circulation system also may attack the cement itself and reduce its useful life. The brine is 

very corrosive, and its long-term effects on cements and casings are inadequately known. 

Van Fossan (1979) has listed various mechanisms whereby product loss may occur through 

loss of cavern integrity. 

SAL T -DOME RESOURCES 

Valuable natural resources are associated with the salt stock, cap rock, and favorable 

geological structures and reservoirs associated with the growth and emplacement of the dome. 

Dome salt is an important Chemical feedstock. Salt is extracted both by underground mines and 

by solution-brine wells. Storage space, available in cavities formed by brining operatIons, was 
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initially an unrecognized resource, but now many cavities in domes are created exclusively for 

storage space and the brine is discarded. The cap rock is quarried as a source of road metal, 

and cap-rock sulfur is mined by the Frasch process. Petroleum in salt-dome-related traps is by 

far the most valuable salt-dome-related resource. 

The long-term trends for petroleum and sulfur production are in decline owing to depleted 

reserves and few new discoveries. Salt production is stable to sligntly growing, but production 

is cohstrained by demand. Demand for storage space is growing rapidly especially with the 

requirements of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (Fenix and Scisson, 1976b, c, d; U.S. Federal 

Energy Administration, 1977a, b, c; Hart and others, 198]). Conceivably, the storage space 

within a dome may be the most valuable salt-dome-related resource. 

Salt-Dome Storage 

Texas is the national leader in storage capacity for hydrocarbons in salt domes. In 1983, 

Texas salt domes housed 47 percent of the nation's total stored light hydrocarbons (liquified 

petroleum gas, or LPG). Texas salt domes are also becoming a major repository for the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) (fig. 9). Crude oil for the SPR is currently being stored at 

Bryan Mound salt dome, and additional storage capacity is under construction at Big Hill salt 

dome (Hart and others, 198j). Storage of toxic-chemical waste in solution-mined caverns is 

also being considered at Boling salt dome (United Resource Recovery, 1983). 

The most common hydrocarbons stored in Texas salt domes are light hydrocarbons, natural 

gas, and crude oil. Rarely fuel oil may be stored near a plant to generate power during a gas 

curtailment. Light hydrocarbons, such as ethane, propane, butane, and isobutane, comprise the 

bulk of stored products. They are gases under atmospheriC pressure and room temperature, but 

are liquids under the slight confining pressure. Light hydrocarbons were the first products 

stored in salt-dome caverns because the demand for the products was strongly cyclical with the 

seasons. In 1983, approximately 219,464,000 barrels of light hydrocarbons were stored in Texas 
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Figure 9. Histogram of 1983 storage capacity in Texas salt domes and proposed Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve caverns. 
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salt domes (Gas Processors Association, 1983). Of the total storage capacity in Texas for light 

hydrocarbons, 77 percent is in salt domes, and the remainder is in bedded salt in West Texas. 

Whether a dome is a good candidate for storage is typically determined by its location 

near industrial suppliers and pipelines. Geologic characterization of candidate domes was done 

primarily to obtain site information for casing details. Geologic deficiencies such as small 

dome size and cap-rock-Iost-circulation zones were viewed as minor engineering problems to be 

dealt with and not as site selection criteria. Figure 10 shows domes with active, abandoned, 

and pending storage facilities. Table 2 is a list of pertinent information on the domes with a 

history of hydrocarbon storage. 

Barbers Hill salt dome houses the greatest concentration of storage facilities in the world. 

Nine separate companies store light hydrocarbons in the dome. The 1983 capacity for light 

hydrocarbons storage at Barbers Hill salt dome was 155,522,000 barrels (Gas Processors 

Association, 1983). There are approximately 137 caverns in Barbers Hill salt dome. 

Congress in 1975 passed the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, which established the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve to protect the nation against future oil supply interruptions. The 

size of the reserve was expanded to I billion barrels by President Carter's National Energy plan. 

Crude oil for the SPR is currently being stored in preexisting brine caverns at Bryan Mound salt 

dome, and new caverns are being constructed at Big Hill salt dome. 

Present capacity at Bryan Mound salt dome is 56.8 million barrels in four caverns 

originally mined for brine. Figures 11 and 12 are cross sections of the dome showing the 

geometries and locations of the caverns. Their irregular shape is typical of caverns originally 

mined for brine. Projections include construction of an additional 120 million barrels of storage 

space at Bryan Mound salt dome. Cavern construction for the SPR is underway at Big Hill salt 

dome. Fourteen caverns will be constructed, each with a capacity of 10 million barrels. 

Figures 13 and 14 are cross sections showing the proposed geometries and locations of the SPR 

caverns at Big Hill salt dome and the location and geometry of a storage cavern used by Union 

Oil Co. to store light hydrocarbons. 
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Figure 10. Map of salt domes showing active, abandoned, and pending storage facilities. 

(continued) 
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Figure 10 (cant.). 

Code Dome Name County 

BB Barbers Hill Chambers 
BE Bethel Anderson 
BI Big HIli Jefferson 
BL Blue Ridge Fort Bend 
BO Saling Wharton/Fort Band 
BA Brenham Austin/Washington 
BM Bryan Mound Brazoria 
BT Butler Freestone 
eM Clemens Brazoria 
OA Day Madison 
ET East Tyler Smith 
FN Fannett Jefferson 
HA Hainesville Wood 
HU Hull Liberty 
MK Markham Matagorda 
MB Moss Bluff Chambers/Liberty 
NO North Dayton Liberty 
PJ Pierce Junction Harris 
SO Sour Lake Hardin 
SA Stratton Ridge Brazoria 
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Figure 11. Cross section of Bryan Mound salt dome (north-south) showing geometry of present 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve caverns. 
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Figure 12. Cross section of Bryan Mound salt dome (east-west) showing geometry of present 
and proposed Strategic Petroleum Reserve caverns. 
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Figure 13. Cross section of Big Hill salt dome (north-south) showing 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve caverns and Union Oil Co. storage cavern 
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Table 2. 

/ME OF SALr caE 

H+ 
t MRBEilS HILL 
f IWlBEilS HILL 
• 8i-'nERS HILL 
t GAASEllS HILL 
• BNlBERS HILL 
, BARBElS HILL 
, 8AREeS HILL 
, 8AABEllS HILL 
• BAArolS HILL , 8ETF£ IXI'£ 
, BIG HILL 
, BIG HILL 
, IllLE RIOOE 
, BilLING 
, eRE/fI'M 
, SRYI<II /fa.llD 
, SRYI<II IlOJNIl 
, IlIJ11.ER 000'E 
, CL:.'"'£!lS 
• ~y , EASr TYt..ER 
, FAHHETT 
, HA IIESV ILL£. 
, HIll 
, IfI<Iil<Ii1I1 
.~ 

· /,iOS:; IllLfF 
· 1(IRJ!j ~ YTOH 
· P rERCE JKnCtl 
· PIERCE J.I'ICTIOH 
· SOUl LAKE 
· SrnATTCtI RI~ 
· S1NlTTOH RIme 
· STR:1 ITCH RImE 

List of salt domes with storage, operating company, Railroad Commission of Texas 
applicant, number of caverns, capacity, and product stored. 

~ IJ'ERf.TOR CF ClUGIWL ~IrAHr IIlI'1lER STIJRAG: 
STtllAGE F;c IurrES OF C.IPIlCITY 

C/lVERNS IN 9Mli£LS 

lUAS EI'.5TElI/ iEMS ,~Mf:f.. Gl'Sll.!1£ 
O! jlj1I)jIl SWMCtt O!MlIIIl ~ 
~ I/AA'REH 
t-!l/t. t-ML 
TE1fECa roeESSCE Go"tS ~ISSIOH 
moo HUiU a!l/1NlJ REFIIIIIlJ 
8fJ'ERl'RI~ ElITEilI'R lSE 
coo:o CllHXlJ 
ARCO lUAS BUT~OIE1£ AHD Ci£l1I~ CORP. 
BT -SmE' FtEL BI-SiaN!: FUEt. 
IRlICti PlIlf: a IL co •. 
CE?ARTllOO" OF OOGY D€?AATIE?IT iF E1GY 
AMHOO/Ell T1.l0M-1l'!0C0 
WLERO LQ-VOCA mJElWlJ co. 
SElHIlJ£ P IPF1.INf: CO. sallru mallE OJ. 
D€.cNlT1!EHr OF E1£RGY 00II Cl£If I CAl 
OfJ'AAm:NT OF OOGY D€?MT1'£)(T OF EIEilGY 
U.P.G. FileSTOlE lflDSGRCU«l STOR. 
FHILLIPS PmlJlruf FHILLIPS PrnoLE.If 
:1Bffl00tEll ~OIL 
lUAS EI'.smw Ii/lRREH PETR!lEJ! 
~ Prn!flEJII GJI.F all 
MrIE StPPl!6 ElITEilI'RI:E ~ GAS 0»-. 
HOB!l MCTIO..IA PrnCL.£l.Rf ClJ/iP. 
lUAS SRIIE' lUl1S SRlNE' 
S£J10lIFT mallIE' S£JllRIFT PlPallIE' 
IIlSS IlUFF STCRtGE ~ I'IlSS illLfF SiCAAGC VEl/ME' 
OOG'( STil<.'lGE. l!RI1IIt'L rIC. EiEiiGY STClR.E TERIlIliri. IIC. 
ElITEFU'R I~ IIIWDIl P8iU.£lRf f1I<Il ELLIS TRIVG'ORr 
COAST~ STATES CRtnlE GATHERlm I::o.1STi1/... mTES CRtIDE. GilnERIl13-
TEXACO 
SEilIIO.£ PIPaII£ 
!KOl 
001/ 

ST~ FOCILITTES 
SiORAliO '=>CIU11ES 

T1£ lUAS CO. 
saHlIl.E P!PELII£' 
rn1lX AllD stIS<l:W 
IJOW 

,B(IJ.R(Z6JORIGlNAL APPlICANT 
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3097SCOO 
34700000 
450:32000 
z:a65()OO m»JO 
57!000) 

13300000 
1201)000 
4911000 
9000000 
040000 

0 
0 

10000000 
~sooo 

S0200000 
0 

490000 
S300000 

0 
4900000 
24281») 
1742000 
:lO8OOOO 
lSOOOOO 
745S000 

0 
0 

w.oooo 
12734000 

119601JO 
15.2000 

5257000 
7000f)00 

PROru:T STOFS 

L!GI/T~ 
LIGHT fiYlJROC1RECffi 
UGkT HYlJROCtJlEONS 
llrHr HYlJROCAASOO 
LIrHr HYlJR()"..MElJNS 
LIGHT Kvr.KOJ<WS 
LIGkT HYlJllOCAASONS 
UGkT K'fM((:ARBOILS 
llGHT~ 
MA TlIR:'II. GAS 
LIGHT H'I1lRIJCARa~ 
O1UIEOIL 
LI Ci-Ir H'fMOCi'.RJl('NS 
MATT.!l1lL liAS 
LIGHT HYtI'l!l:AAlnIS 
01UIlE OIL 
CRUtE all 
lIrHr K'fORIl:AA!1CtS 
LIGHr~ 
LIGfr HYlJROCtR9JNS 
LIOO"~ 
LIGkT H'fl:ROCAAB£mS 
LIGkT~ 
UGkT 1!'YmOCI'\R.BOIiS 
LIrHr H'fIlIlCCfRaJNS 
lIGHT~ 
UrHr HY!flC01RB(tIS 
l!Gfr~ 
U(ilT' fi'I!IlOCARS(to/S 
LIGHF' fI'fOROCARJlCff 
LII]fT~~ LIGkT ' 
LIrHr H'It1lIXJlRliON 
LIGfrHY~ 



Two domes in Texas--Bethel and Boling salt domes--store natural gas. Natural gas is 

significantly different from other products stored in salt domes because of its high pressures 

during storage and rapid pressure declines during production. At Bethel salt dome, natural gas 

is stored in caverns under a cavern-storage pressure of 3,500 pounds per square inch gauged 

(psig). The depth of the cavern is between 1i,300 and 1i,800 ft. 

Boling salt dome is a good example of a salt dome with multiple use of the available 

resources (fig. 15). Oil is produced from oil fields over the cap tock, within the cap rock, and 

from flank reservoirs. Boling salt dome has been the world's largest single source of sulfur. 

Valero Gas Co. has recently expanded its natural-gas storage facility at Boling to four caverns. 

A cross section of Boling salt dome shows the geometry of the upper part of the salt dome 

illustrating cap rock, sulfur production, the location and size of two Valero storage caverns, and 

the proposed locations of a field of toxic-chemical waste caverns by United Resource Recovery, 

Inc. (fig. 16). Several aspects are important. The Valero caverns are located about 10,000 ft 

from the Texas Gulf Sulfur producing zone. Despite the 10,000 ft of separation, however, 

during construction of the Valero storage cavern no. 3, problems occurred that apparently are 

directly related to sulfur production. The well encountered, within the cap rock, a zone bearing 

high-pressure "mine waters" that caused the well to "kick." Texas Gulf Sulfur personnel were 

needed to cap the well. Although there is a large separation between the sulfur-mining 

operations and the active and proposed storage operations, the impact of the sulfur-mining 

operation extends far across the salt dome. Additionally, the proposed toxic-waste caverns are 

located near the periphery of the dome. Characteristically the internal constituents of salt 

domes--anhydrite and other country rock--increase toward the margins of salt stocks. 

Salt Resources 

Texas salt domes constitute an immense reservoir of salt that has risen through gravity 

deformation from great depths to lie within man's reach. Salt is a major industrial commodity 

that is used as a Chemical feedstock, for road deicing, and for human and animal consumption. 
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Figure 15. Map of Boling salt dome showing locations of oil fields, sulfur production, Valero 
Gas Co. gas-storage caverns, and United Respurce Recovery, Inc., lease area (modified from 
Galloway and others, 1983). 
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Salt is produced from Texas salt domes by conventional underground mining and by solution

brine wells. Estimates indicate that salt reserves will be adequate for 381 years (Griswold, 

1981) to 26,000 (Haw kins and Jirik, 1966). The smaller figure is more reasonable on the basis of 

less recoverable salt at shallower depth, growth in salt demand, and preemption of some domes 

by storage requirements. Figure 17 shOWS those domes with active rock-salt mines and brine 

operations. Table 3 lists pertinent information on the operations at those domes. 

Rock-Salt Mine 

Currently, two active underground salt mines exist in Texas salt domes, the Kleer mine at 

Grand Saline salt dome and the United Salt mine at Hockley salt dome. According to Science 

Applications, Inc. (1977), Blue Ridge salt dome also housed a rock-salt mine that was later 

converted to a solution-brine mine. The well and mine opening collapsed in 1949. Both the 

Hockley and the Grand Saline salt mines are relati vely small, and the operations are constrained 

by demand. production is from one level in each of the mines. The primary use for the mined 

granulated and compressed rock salt is as a dietary supplement for animals (that is, salt lick). 

Solution-Brine Well 

Solution-brine wells for the production of chemical feedstock are active at seven salt 

domes in Texas including Barbers Hill, Blue Ridge, Markham, Palangana, Pierce Junction, 

Spindletop, and Stratton Ridge salt domes. Historically, the Indians first used natural brines 

from East Texas salt domes as a source of salt and brine for tanning hides. In the past, salt 

caverns, which were created as the brine was produced, constituted an unrecognized resource. 

Many brine caverns have been converted to store light hydrocarbons. Currently, the DOE is 

using four large storage caverns in Bryan Mound salt dome, created by Dow Chemical Co. 

during past brining operations, for crude-oil storage in the SPR. The present capacity of the 

former brine caverns at Bryan Mound is 56.8 million barrels. 
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Table 3. List of salt domes with salt production, method, status, company, and history. 

III'IE OF StU 001£ MINERN... STATUS OF . R8'1JRTIIlJ ORGAllI!Zr.TION 
PROWCTIlW OR MlHHKJ ,~EThOD 

++i-

• aMBERS HILL BRINE ACTIVE 9RII£ I<lli.S 
• aue RIDGE BRIliE ACTIVE" ORIIE I£1.LS 
• BLUE RIDGE Ro.."X s;u ~Jlrffl)J1€JJ SI1LT MII€ 
• BROOKS Ot:J1E SRII€' AEp,ajOOl£ll L.:i.U. -1970 
• BRYAN MOUlD BRII£ AMNDCt~ BRII£ Ims 
• GRAnD S:1LlJ'.E' 00/£ ROCK SALT ACTIVE SALT ,~IIIE 
t GRiWD SAUIE IlCt1E Ell lIE MlA/illl"WErr BR I~'E \ELLS 
• fiCCXLEY ROL"X SALr ACTIVE ::&r 1111£ 
• MAAlOiI'i'l IlRINF. ACTIVE" ffW£ waLS 
• P:1LN·.lJAIJA. 001£ EIlIHE ACnVE" ORIHE I£LS 
• PI'LESTIIE tlJI€" AAlNE ~SI'lN!U6 L.S.U.-1975 
• PIERCE vU«:TIOIJ SRIIIE ACTIVE IlRINE I£l.LS 
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Petroleum Resources 

Oil discovered in 1901 at Spindletop salt dome gave birth to the modern petrochemical 

industry. The petroleum production of many Gulf Coast salt domes is truly staggering. 

Cumulative production from the salt-dome-related oil reservoirs (those greater than 10 million 

barrels cumulative production) is 3.46 billion barrels (Galloway and others, 1983). Oil is not 

found in the salt stock but in surrounding strata. Intrusion of the salt diapir can form a wide 

range of structural and stratigraphic traps for petroleum. Highly productive zones around salt 

domes include cap rocks, dome flanks, and supradomal crests. 

An oil play is an assemblage of geologically similar reservoirs eXhibiting similar trapping 

mechanisms, reservoir rocks, and source rocks (Galloway and others, 1983). Four major oil 

plays are associated with Gulf Coast salt domes. They include cap rock, Yegua salt-dome 

flanks, Yegua deep-salt-dome crests, and Frio deep-salt-dome crests. 

This discussion of petroleum resources associated with salt domes centers on diapirs in the 

highly productive Gulf Coast (Houston Salt Basin) of Texas. Shallow piercement oil fields will 

be discussed generally, and then specific examples of the major oil plays associated with salt 

domes will be discussed in turn. Much of this discussion is based on two sources: a recent 

publication by Galloway and others (1983), which has proved to be a valuable guide to oil in 

Texas, and a book by Halbouty (1979), which is the standard oil-related salt-dome text. 

Shallow Salt-Dome Oil Fields 

Shallow salt-dome fields were the first oil fields discovered in the Gulf Coast area. Many 

fields discovered 70 and 80 years ago are still producing. This productive longevity stems in 

part from diapirism and faulting, which segmented reservoirs thus creating a diverse range of 

traps at many different stratigraphic levels. The yearly oil production of Spindletop salt dome 

illustrates that production has been prolonged and periodically increased dramatically by 

discovery of new types of salt dome traps (fig. 18). 
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Figure 18. Yearly oil production from Spindletop salt-dome oil field (data from Halbouty, 
1978). 



Shallow-piercement-salt domes with cumulative oil production greater than 10 million 

barrels are located on figure 19. These domal fields are listed in table 4. with discovery dates, 

depth to cap rock and salt, productive area, and production figures (Galloway and others, 1983). 

Most oil has been produced from traps in cap rock, in strata truncated or pinched out against 

dome flanks, and in strata arched over dome crests. AlthOUgh some very Shallow diapirs are 

highly productive, there is a correlation between greater depth of burial of the dome and 

greater oil production (fig. 20). According to statistics from Halbouty (1979), known salt domes 

with crests greater than 4,000 it deep have approximately twice the cumulati ve production of 

domes with crests buried less than 4,000 it (80 million barrels vs. 38 million barrels). 

Strata of Eocene through Pliocene age host most of the production associated with Gulf 

Coast salt domes. The Wilcox Group and the Yegua, Frio, and Fleming Formations compose the 

host strata. Major reservoirs and trap types discussed below are cap rock, dome flank (Yegua), 

and deep-salt-dome crest (Yegua and Frio). Boling salt dome is a good example of a shallow 

piercement dome with a large number of oil fields (fig. 2 I). Production is from supradomal 

sands, cap rock, and flank traps in Miocene, Heterostegina Limestone, and Frio reservoirs. 

Cumulative production through 1981 is 35.7 million barrels. 

Cap-Rock Reservoirs 

Four of the oldest fields in the Gulf Coast area--Spindletop, Sour Lake, Batson, and 

Humble--produce oil from calcite cap rock overlying Shallow piercement salt domes. A total of 

eight Shallow Gulf Coast diapirs had significant oil production from their cap rock. Most cap 

rocks have been exploited and their oil eXhausted. Minor cap-rock production from Day salt 

dome in Madison County, however, was initiated in 1981. The location of some cap-rock fields 

over Boling salt dome is shown in figure 21. 

Cap-rock fields typically showed prolific initial production and then rapid production 

decline (fig. 17). production is from microscopic to cavernous porosity. Porosity values up to 

40 percent are reported (Galloway and others, 1983). 
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Table 4. List of salt domes with large oil fields and production status. 
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The genesis of cap rock is complex. Cap rock typically occurs at the crest of shallow 

piercement salt domes and may extend for some distance down the dome flanks. Mineral

ogically, most cap rocks are composed of a basal anhydrite zone, a middle gypsum or transition 

zone, and an upper calcite zone. The anhydrite is a dissolution residuum that accumulated as 

ground water dissolved anhydrite-bearing salt at the dome crest and flank. Gypsum then 

formed by hydration of anhydrite. Calcite is formed by sulfate reduction of gypsum with 

bacterial reaction with oil. The calcite zone is the typical oil reservoir in the cap rock. 

Cap rocks are complex karstic features. They accumulated as a dissolution residuum and 

may themselves be undergoing dissolution. To this day, cap rocks are exceptionally difficult 

zones to complete and case a well through. Lost-circulation zones cause major problems 

involving mud circulation and complete cementation of casing strings. Active circulation of 

brine in cap-rock pores also provides a geochemical environment that is corrosive to casing and 

cements. 

Some Gulf Coast cap rocks record evidence of erosion over the dome (Hanna, 1939). The 

cap rock of Orchard salt dome is thin over the dome crest but is up to 1,000 it thick 

(stratigraphically) on the dome flanks (fig. 19). Pleistocene sands and gravels truncate Miocene 

strata around the dome periphery and apparently have stripped calcite cap rock from the dome 

crest. 

Salt-Dome Flank Reservoirs 

Important oil production from sandstones flanking salt domes was initiated at Spindletop 

dome in 1925 (Halbouty, 1979) (fig. 18). These flank reservoirs typically are thin sandstones 

steeply inclined upward toward tne diapir flank. The sandstones may be truncated by the dome 

or pinCh out toward the dome (fig. 22). Commonly, radial faults segment the sand bodies into 

discrete fault blocks. 

Delta-front sheet sandstones of the Yegua Formation constitute the most important dome 

flank reservoir (Galloway and others, 1983). Major Yegua flank sands are reservoirs at Hull, 
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Esperson, and Saratoga salt domes. An example of the geometry of these flank sands and 

reservoirs is illustrated by Orchard (Moores Orchard) salt dome (fig. 22). The steep inclination 

of the flank sands makes them elusive targets, but this inclination also yields thick oil columns, 

efficient gravity segregation, and efficient water drives for impressive single-well production 

statistics. 

Deep-Seated Dome Crest Reservoirs 

Yegua and Frio sandstones arched over the crest of deep-seated salt domes produce the 

greatest cumulative amount of salt-dome-related oil in the Texas Gulf Coast (Galloway and 

others, 1983) (fig. 23). Most fields overlie known deep-seated salt domes such as Raccoon Bend 

(Yegua production) and Thompson, Manvel, Webster, and Cedar Point (Frio production). Other 

fields such as Katy may overlie non-piercing salt structures (Halbouty, 1979) or turtle-structure 

sediment-cored anticlines (Winker and others, 1983; Galloway and others, 1983). 

Faults playa variable role in oil trapping and compartmentalization of reservoirs. For 

example, the Frio deep-seated dome crest trend is along the Vicksburg and Frio growth-fault 

trends. In contrast to the ubiquitous radial faults associated with Shallow piercement salt 

domes, deeply buried salt domes normally have fewer associated faults as at Sugarland salt 

dome. 

The average depth of reservoir rocks in the Yegua trend is approximately 5,000 ft. The 

reservoir sandstones are a complex of deltaic sand bodies including distal fluvial, distributary

channel-fill, and crevasse-splay facies (Galloway and others, 1983). The average depth of 

reservoir rocks in the deep Frio trend is approximately 6,000 ft. Reservoir rocks include a wide 

range of deltaic facies including delta-front, delta-margin, distributary-channel-fill, and 

destructional barrier facies (Galloway and others, 1983). The reservoir-drive mechanism is an 

efficient water drive commonly assisted by gas-cap expansion. Most of the larger fields are 

unitized with reservoir-wide secondary gas injection. 
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Figure 23. Map of Yegua and Frio reservoirs over the crest of deep-seated salt domes. 
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Petroleum Resources of Salt Domes in the East Texas and Rio Grande Basins 

Oil production from East Texas and Rio Grande salt diapirs is much less than production 

from diapirs in the Houston Salt Basin (fig. 20). No fields around diapirs in the East Texas or 

the Rio Grande Basins have produced greater than 10 million barrels of oil. Shallow salt domes 

(less than 6,000 ft) have produced less than 1 percent of the oil from the central part of the 

East Texas Basin (Wood and Giles, 1982). 

The East Texas Basin on the whole is an extraordinarily oil-rich basin. The East Texas oil 

field alone has produced 4.68 billion barrels of oil. Deeply buried non-piercing salt structures 

are highly productive in the East Texas Basin. Hawkins and Van salt structures have produced 

734 million and 485 million barrels of oil, respectively. The question remains, why are diapirs in 

the interior basins so barren in comparison with coastal diapirs? 

Several factors have acted to minimize the entrapment of oil in interior salt diapirs. 

Diapirs in interior basins have greater structural maturity than do coastal diapirs. This 

structural maturity is characterized by steep flanks of the diapir and a surrounding rim 

syncline. Most diapirs in the East Texas Basin are surrounded by strata that dip toward the 

diapir or are flat lying. In contrast, the flanks of many coastal diapirs are less steep, and strata 

typically are inclined upward toward the dome. The increased maturity of East Texas diapirs 

results in the structural closure being minimized around the domes. 

The domes of the East Texas Basin are also mUCh older than coastal diapirs. Most coastal 

domes probably became diapirs in the Oligocene or Miocene, 10 to 35 million years ago. In 

contrast, East Texas domes became diapirs from 80 to more than 112 million years ago (Seni 

and Jackson, 1983b). Thus, if large amounts of oil had accumulated over the crests of early 

pillows that later evolved into East Texas diapirs, the hydrocarbons would have had a long 

period of time to leak during dome uplift, during erosion of previously deposited strata over the 

dome crest, or both. 
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Sulfur Resources 

Historically, a major proportion of the world supply of sulfur came from Texas salt domes. 

Sulfur production began in Texas at Bryan Mound salt dome. Sulfur has been produced 

commercially from the cap rocks of 15 Texas salt domes. Currently, Boling salt dome contains 

the only active cap-rock-sulfur mine in Texas (fig. 15). Texas cap-rock sulfur mining has 

declined owing to exhaustion of reserves, lack of new cap-rock discoveries, and price 

competition from sulfur produced by secondary recovery of sulfur from sour gas and petroleum 

refining. 

This section will present the history and technology of sulfur mining and the geology of 

cap-rock sulfur deposits. 

History and Technology 

Sulfur was first discovered in 1867 in cap rock of coastal salt domes at Sulfur Mines salt 

dome in Louisiana. Louisiana Petroleum and Coal Oil Co. was searching for oil and instead 

discovered a thick deposit of native (free elemental) sulfur in cap rock at a depth of 650 ft. For 

20 years, a number of ventures designed to mine the sulfur by underground methods failed. 

H. Frasch patented in 1890 a revolutionary sulfur-mining technology that is still used today with 

minor modifications. Basically the Frasch process uses hot water to melt the sulfur and 

compressed air to help lift the sulfur to the surface. Standard oil-field teChnologies are used to 

drill a hOle to the base of the sulfur-bearing zone. Three stands of pipe are then set 

concentrically into the hole--the outer casing, the middle sulfur-production string, and the inner 

com pressed-air line (fig. 2lf). 

Casing (usually with diameter of 6 to 8 inches) is cemented into the hole. Two separate 

sets of perforations are made through the casing at the top and near the bottom of the sulfur

bearing zone. According to Ellison (1971), tne upper set of perforations is 8 to 10 ft above the 

base of the producti ve zone, and the lower set is 1 to 5 ft above the base. A ring-shaped seal is 

placed in the annulus between the sulfur-production string and the casing string between the 
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Figure 24. Casing string detail for cap-rock sulfur-production well (after Myers, 1968). 
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upper and lower sets of perforations. The seal prevents communication between the upper and 

the lower perforations within the annular space. 

Superheated (300° to 325°F) and pressurized (125 to 100 psi) water is injected down the 

annulus between the casing and the sulfur-production string. The hOt water exits through the 

upper set of perforations. The sulfur melts as the superheated water enters the sulfur-bearing 

zone. Molten sulfur is heavier than water and therefore sinks to the lower part of the sulfur-

bearing zone. Pressure differentials drive the molten sulfur through the lower set of 

perforations into the casing. The seal forces the sulfur into the sulfur-production string. 

Compressed air at 500 to 600 psi is injected into the innermost compressed-air string. This 

helps force the sulfur to the surface by lowering the bulk density of the molten sulfur-air 

mixture. 

Sulfur, having a purity of 99.5 percent, solidifies at the surface in large vats. Some 

operations directly Ship the molten sulfur in insulated vessels. 

Two ancillary operations during sulfur production involve recycling of the injected water 

and mitigating surface subsidence owing to sulfur removal. "Bleed-water" wells are drilled to 

produce and recycle excess water that was injected to melt the sulfur. Once the water has 

cooled below the melting point of sulfur, it must be recycled. By drilling "bleed-water" wells 

beyond the productive area, costs can be lowered and water flow is improved (Hawkins and 

Jirik, 1966). 

Surface subsidence over areas of sulfur production is a problem common to many sulfur

mining areas. The removal of sulfur opens a series of void spaces in the cap rock. The collapse 

of these voids causes the subsidence over the mining operations. The closing of voids is 

beneficial in tnat less water is needed to mine tne remaining sulfur. Many sulfur operations 

now pump special muds into the zone where sulfur has been produced to fill the voids and 

prevent surface subsidence. A 2 mi2 area over Boling salt dome has subsided up to 20 ft. An 

extensive system of levees protects the area from flooding. In addition to flooding, subsidence 

may cause damage to well bores, casing, and surface facilities. 
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Characteristics of Cap-Rock Sulfur Deposits 

Native (free) sulfur has been reported in cap rock of 25 Texas salt domes. Fifteen of 

these domes have undergone commercial sulfur production (figs. 25 and 26). Only Boling salt 

dome has active sulfur production. Boling salt dome has been continuously active since 1929 

(fig. 2lJ.) and is the world's largest single sulfur source. A cross section of Boling salt dome, its 

cap rock, and sulfur zone is shown in figure 27. 

Cap rock is a particularly complex area of a salt dome. Cap-rock thickness ranges from a 

feather edge to more than 1,000 ft. Cap-rock depth ranges from above sea level to depths 

greater than lJ.,000 ft. Sulfur typically occupies vugular porosity at the base of the calcite zone. 

The thickness of the sulfur-bearing zone may exceed 300 ft. Sulfur is typically found on the 

outer periphery, or Shoulder, of shallow piercement salt domes (fig. 28) (Myers, 1968). Some 

small domes have sulfur deposits across the entire crestal area. Even though the larger domes, 

such as Boling salt dome, have sulfur over only a portion of their crests, the larger domes have 

mineralization over a much larger area and generally of greater thicknesses. In the Gulf Coast 

area, the depth of sulfur mining is typically from 900 to 1,700 ft. Orchard salt dome exhibits 

the greatest depth of sulfur production at 3,200 ft. 

Cap-Rock Resources 

The cap rock hosts and also comprises most of the other resources associated with salt 

domes. The cap rock is an exceedingly complex environment as demonstrated by its variable 

stratigraphy including calcite, gypsum (transition), and anhydrite zones. In addition to the cap

rock petroleum and sulfur resources already discussed, some cap rocks of Texas domes contain 

uranium (Palangana salt dome), Mississippi Valley-type sulfide deposits (Hockley salt dome), and 

silver minerals (Hockley salt dome). The cap rock is a valuable commodity as crushed stone in 

the rock-poor coastal regions. Just as the caverns in salt domes were an unrecognized resource 

for a long time, lost-circulation zones have been converted into convenient disposal zones for 

brine leached from storage cavern projects. 
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Figure 26. Map of salt domes showing active and abandoned sulfur mining. 

(continued) 
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Figure 26 (cont.). 

Code Oome Name Counly 

8C Big Creek Fort Bend 
80 80Ung Wharton/Fort Bend 
8M Bryan Mound Brazoria 
CM Clemens Brazoria 
DM Damon Mound Brazoria 
FN Fannett Jefferson 
GU Gulf Matagorda 
HI High Island Galveslon 
HM Hoskins Mound Brazoria 
LP Long Point Fort Bend 
M8 Moss Bluff Chambers/Uberty 
NA Nash Brazoria/Fort Bend 
OC Orchard Fort Bend 
PA Palangana Duval 
SP Spindletop Jefferson 
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Figure 27. Cross section of Boling salt dome showing cap rock and zone of sulfur mineralization 
(after Myers, 1968). 
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Crushed Stone 

Cap rock has been mined from conventional above-ground quarries at Gyp Hill and Damon 

Mound salt domes. Only the quarry at Damon Mound is currently active. Cap rock has also 

been exploited on a small scale by underground mining at Hockley salt dome. False-cap-rock, 

or mineralized supracap, sandstones are now quarried at Butler salt dome. Most of the cap rock 

is used as road metal and base fill. 

Other Resources 

Mississippi Valley-type sulfide deposits and uranium have been reported (Smith, 1970a, b) 

and locally have been explored for in Gulf Coast cap rocks (Price and others, 1983). There has 

been no commercial production, however. The recent recognition that cap rocks may host 

Mississippi Valley-type sulfide deposits has generated intense interest in cap-rock genesis and 

fluid flow around salt domes. Price and others (j 983) reported extensi ve sulfide mineralization 

and local silver minerals from an annular zone around the periphery of the cap rock. They 

related the deposition of the sulfide minerals to reduction in the cap rock environment by 

petroleum and possibly by H2S, and to periodic expulsion of deep-basin brines that were the 

mineralizing fluids. Smith (j970a, b) listed 18 Texas coastal domes for which occurrence of 

sulfide minerals had been reported. Table 5 lists such Texas salt domes, type of sulfide mineral, 

and documentation. 
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Table 5. List of salt domes with sulfide mineral occurrences and documentation. 

/WE OF sn..T iJa'1E Ni\I1E OF SUlFIDE: PRO['IJCTlON ooct.I'IENTWON REFERENCE 
STATUS 

H~ 

• BIG HILL GALEN" OcctflRENCE S1IITlf-1971J,n,)l-
• BLUE RlroE PYRITE 0CClJRREtiCE S1IITlf-1970, A, B-
• OCUMJ Sffi1LERITI: OCCURRENCE S1IITlf-1970,~, B-
• BIlUlfi BARITE OCWRREt,CE S1IITlf-1970, A.B-
T Bl1.I~ C£LESTITF. OCClJlRE)(E S~ITlf-1970, A, R-
• BOLJliG GALEI!l OOJ.I1Rf1(E S1IITlf-1970, A, B-
• BOLlNG HAVERlTE OCCURRENCE S1IITIf-1970,A,B-
• Ba..IIiG PYRITE OCCIilIDU Si1ITlf-1970 .. 1, a-
• CL8iEt/3 HI1lfRITF" Occtmm:E Si1ITlf-1970,A.B-
• 0/1/Oj MOI..tIll I'.t1RCASITE OCCURRaiCE fI1ITlf-1970, A, B-

• DAI'iJI{ MiJI.W MEIANTERlTE 0CClJRREt,CE <lHTlf-1970,A.B-

• FAWiETT HAVERlTE OcctiRREliCE SHITlf-1970, A, B-
T FiWIErI Al~rMlITE CiIX1J1R£)i;E Sl'fITlf-1970,A,B-
• FERGVSJli CROSS INa GtWIll OCCURR£IIC:E Sl'fITlf-1970,A,B-
f FERGUSON CROSSING SPHALERITE OcctllRENCE S1IITlf-1970,A,)l-
.GtLF Gt1LEIiA OCCURRElJCE SHITlf-1970, A, 8-
• GlLF HAVERITE OCCURRENCE S1IITlf-1970,A,B-

• Gl'-F PYRITE 0CCl~5'iCE S1IITIH970,A,D-

• GllF 
SPH!URITE I)~ sr.ITlf-1970,A,B--

• HIGH ISlfiIlJ C",LEI" OCU~EN(:E SHITlf-1970,,1, B-
• HIGIf- ISLNID HALERITE iJCCl.I1REfI:£ Sl'1ITlf-1970. A.B-
• HIGif ISLAND SPHALERITE OCCURRE?£E SHITlf-1970, A, B-

• HOC.I-1.EY SPHN..ERITE EXPlCl'lA TTON CIlIi£-PRICE IT Al.. -1 m 
• HOC.I-'LE'( GALENA EXPlORJ1TION OJRE"-PRlCE IT AL-1983 
• fllC1<L£'( MARCASITE EXPUJMTlON OJRE"-PRICE IT 1"---1983 

• HOCUEY 
PYRITE EXPlORIl TIot! CORE-PRICE IT :1l..-1983 

f HOSKINS MCOiIJ GALElIil OcctIlRm'.E Sl'fITH-1970,A,B-
• HOSKIIB iIOl~iD HAUERITE OCU/flR£li;f SHITlf-1970,A,B-
• HOSI:INS MOONll SFilALERlTE occt.I1R£NCf. SHITH-1970,A.B-
• HOSKINS I1(IJNl) PYRRHOTITE OCC!.IRREII:E Si1ITlf-1970·, A, B-

• htIMBt£ 
GAlENA cr..D..l1Rel"E SHITlf-1970. A, B-

• MOSS BLUFF HALERITE 0CCtIRREIlCE fI1ITlf-1970, A, B-
• ORCHffijJ SPHALERITE OCCl.HlRENCE Si1ITlf-1970,~, B-
• ORCI-WlD 1R1l..E111l CICCtJRR8ICE Sl-fITlf-1970,!\, B-
• PALANGANA OO/E SPHIliRITE OcctI'lREllCE SnITH-1970,~,R--
• PALANC>IlIiIl [&IE GAl..ffi1 OcctIlRENCE SMITH-1970,A,B--
+ PIERCE JUNCTION GAill.\') OCCURID,CE SMITH-1970,A,B-
• SUJR l.Al<E PYRRHOTITE OCCL~ SMITH-1970,~,B-

• SlJil l.Al<E PYRlTE OCClJRRENCE SMITlf-l 970, A, F-
• SP INDLETOP PYRITE OCCURRENCE SMITH-1970,A,B-

li;t/tHle J(lSlnaM of s.lt dooe,b(31,r(15In,_ of sulfide, 
LlST!Tl1l.E U18l/iAl'£ OF S,1LT [&IE,B(31,Rfl511<11£ OF SULFIDE, 

b(31,r(12Iproduction +,t.tu, ,b(31,r(ZSldocu".ntation reference, 

MJNI~ COIK'ANY 

NA 
~ 
IiJl 
r>< 
IiA 
N.l 
NA 
HA 
NA 
IIA 
NA 
HA 
N.~ 
NA 
N:'\ 
HA 
NA 
NA 
NI1 
HA 
Nt< 
NA 
I1A.AAOOI MINERl'LS 
1'AA.1TlO! MI)E1ALS 
MARATlfON MINERALS 
I'!lRIlTHOli MItERALS 
NA 
rlA 
NA 
rlA 
NA 
NA 
~~ 
1<1 
Nt: 
No< 
Nt. 
Nt. 
NA 
Nt< 

B(31,R(12IPRODUCTION +STATUS ,B(31,R(ZSIDOCUMENTATlON REFERENCE, 
b(31,r(20l:.inin9 comp.n, Icl,cl91,c..'OO,c201,c202,ob lo~ cl 
B(31,R(20), I1I1Um C1ll'11PflfiY IC1,C199,C200,C20LC202,OB LOll Cl 

Uln (200 eel! ex,loration 0(" (201l eq occurrl'nce! 
Wli C200 EQ EXPlOR!lTICIl OR C200 EQ 1JCClflRE1£E": 
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APPENDIX 1: Texas salt domes: natural resources, storage caverns, and extraction technology. 

Structure-contour maps of Texas salt domes. Heavy lines are salt structure contours; light lines 
are surface topograpnic contours. 
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APPENDIX 2. Railroad Commission of Texas Authority Numbers for storage-well permits. 

H+ 

• BAAFIERS HIll 
• 8:1RRERS HIll * 8I\RBERS HIll 
• BHREER'3 HIll 
• MRBERS HILL 
• IlARBERS HIll 
• BARBERS HIll 
• &".RBERS HIll 
• SAABERS HILL 
• BEThtL IlilI'lE 
• BIG HIll 
• RIG HILL 
• BUE RIDGE 
• 80LING 
oJ 8RfNtf:I'f 
• BRYIlH IIOi.wD 
• BRYAN /'iJJND 
• BlJl1£R 001£ 
• 1::LD'fNS 
• MY 
• EI'.ST TYLER 
• FiW-£IT 
• HIlII£SVIlL£ 
• HLlL .. MRlJj~H 

• HARKlW1 
• ,'1OSS BUFF 
• ~JORTH lJAiTOli 
• PIERa: J.H:TION 
• PIERa: JKTIOII 
.. SWl LAKE 
• STRATTON RImE 
;0 STR~TTON RIDG£ 
• STRATTCH RIDGE 

ClJRR8IT OPER!HCR OF 
STORAGE FACIUTY 

ORIGINAl J1,"PllCANT 

TEXAS EIISTERN TEXAS NAn..R1'i. GI\SOLn£ 
OIAI1CHIJ Sf!Affi1X1( OIAI1OMD S!f1.'IROCK 
WilRRElI WMIi9I 
X-RAL X-RAL 
TENNECIl TENlESSEE" GAS TRAl5M1SSION 
EXXON iUIBL£ OIL AND REFlMIliJ 
ENTERPRISE ENTERPRISE 
miXO CONOCO 
P.RC1l TEXAS BlJTADIOC AND CIDllCAl CORP. 
aI-STONE FUEL BI-STOIE FUtL 
IJNIOII PUlE OIL CO. 
OEP~RTl'£HT OF EIIERGY DEPliRTlEIfT OF EHERGY 
~BmOOteJ nJl.OI1Il-MJOJ 
VI1LERO LG-'1:1CA lJATERING CO. 
SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO. S8HNDL£ PlFalliE CO. 
lfPARTHENT OF EIiERGY 0011 CHEMICAl 
lfPMTMf.NT OF ENERGY [rEPARTI'ENT OF 8-1£RGY 
U.P.G. ,cREESTOliE LTiJJfRGRlJJND STOR. 
PHIU IPS PETROlEUM PHILLIPS PETROLEUI1 
,1MHIlWElJ PURE OIL 

RAIlROAD CIlI'I'HSSIOII AUTHtJlITY ~ 

03-278.%,03-40761,03-40760 
03-59299 
03-6352.6 
03-64977 
03-33:373,03-77018,03-779<)3,03-3::'960 
03-,5159,03-65222 
03-7019B, 03-695:31,03-77044-
03-68409,03-76800 
03-33t)63 
06-62759 
03~34046,03-:J362S 
03-79466 
03-34~76,03-8S658,03-6~;73 
03-7;3.654 
03-7M .. '6 
03-67782 
03-70337 
05-23215 
03-319'30,03-32483 

TEmS EASlWlN ~AAR8< PETROt.Elli 06-11993 . 
fJARREI/ PETROLElIH IU.F OIL 03-23M3, 03-29703, 03-30296, 03-31943 
BUTANE SUPPLIES OOERPRISE PETROlEUl! (-AS CORP. Of,-23!i29 
IIJBIL I'MNCtIA PETROL.."lI1 CDRI'. 03-27186 
TEXrS BRII£ mAS BRI~ 03-64975 
SE.4CRIFT PIPELII£ SEADRIFT PIPELIliE 03-45456 
I"JSS BUff STORMf YENTUIiF MOSS BUFF STIJRAUE 'IENn.f?E 03-72099 
EHERG'f STOMt.'E TERlillt.1L INC. ENERGY STClWlE TERlllIlAL IH!:. 03-8Q86S 
ENTERPRISE fJl\NM PETROLEl\'1 AND ElLIS TRANSPORT 03-33874,03-60093 
COASTAL STATES CRUDE GMJ£RIIlG COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERlIiG 03-26489,03-&-1779 
TEXACO m:: TEX~S CO. 03-23381 ,03-Z.J803, 0.3-30'137, 03-23170 
SEMIIJOL£ PIPELINE SEMIIIlLE PIPEI.IliE 03-76306 
NiOCO FEIIIX ilND SCISSON 03-62057 
DOW new 03-26779,03-4~113,03-,0633,03-60S45;03-74630 

LlSTITl11.E U l7lNfflF. OF SALT 0(111£, BO) ,R(30ICJ..RRENT l¥'ERHTOR OF 
LlSTlTlTl£ Ul7IIiAIIE OF SALT ilCI'IE,B(J),R(3OICVRRENT l¥'ERATOR OF 

+ 
+ 

STORM£" FIiCILlTY ,B ( 1) ,R (3!i1 OR fGINI'.L I'i'PLlcmr 
STOR.'1GE FACILITY ,B(1), R(3!i)ORIGHiAL ,1PPLICAHT 

R(~8IRMLRIJi1U CIlI!'1ISSION AUmJRITY NLI'fFERS I 
R({8IRAILROI1D CiJl"jfISSIOIi AJ.JTlillITY NlII1BERS I 

Cl,C226,C22T,C23Q,OB LOW CI I<li C226 EHSTS: 
CLC226,C227,G."30,OB lOll Cl ~ C226 EXISTS: 
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